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Introduction

• 5G systems are now bringing benefits to all sectors of our economy and society…
• …but we are all already looking into the future

• 5G-Advanced (5G-A): unleash the full potential of 5G systems
– Strengthen the network performance
– Provide connectivity to all devices in all scenarios

• 6G: more than "just" extremely fast connectivity
– digital twinning between domains: convergence of the physical, human, and digital worlds
– connected intelligence 
– immersive communications: high-resolution visual/spatial, tactile/haptic, and other sensory data

• A significant innovation breakthrough is now required to define future NTN systems (Rel. 18+)
• To achieve a ubiquitous, continuous, flexible, and resilient infrastructure, a unified TN-NTN network 

is fundamental



Interaction between TN and NTN

• great opportunity to optimize the 6G service performances over the NTN component taking into 
account its peculiarities

• native support of MC and mobility across TN/NTN access technologies à improved QoE



Potential services via NTN: 5G

eMBB

mMTC HRC

• mass-market consumers
• complementing the TN in 

un-/under-served areas

• Global NB-IoT/mMTC coverage
• Remote control/monitoring of 

critical infrastructures
• Smart good tracking

• Governmental services
• Emergency management

5G
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Potential services via NTN: 6G
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Architecture evolution: 5G

• 5G NTN (Rel. 17) focused on direct access via transparent payload satellites
– GEO/LEO with fixed or moving beams

The transparent payload does not 
terminate the NR-Uu procedures 

nor it manages the QoS flows



Architecture evolution: 5G-A

• 5G-Advanced enhancements: regenerative payload, relay-based access, Multi-Connectivity

• The GW terminates all transport 
protocols

• The NG Air Interface is logical
• Scalable solution based on 

NFV/SDN for system tailoring
• Challenges related to F1
• Only opt.2 split is full-3GPP



Architecture evolution: 5G-A

• 5G-Advanced enhancements: regenerative payload, relay-based access, Multi-Connectivity

• F1 interface is also on the user link
• Similar challenges in terms of the 

protocol terminations and air interfaces



Architecture evolution: 5G-A

• 5G-Advanced enhancements: regenerative payload, relay-based access, Multi-Connectivity

• Challenging for alignment and 
synchronisation aspects

• Xn over SRI to tightly coordinate the 
access characteristics

• Intra-satellite Multi-Connectivity



Architecture evolution: Multi-Layer Multi-Orbit Multi-Band 6G NTN



Standardisation roadmap up to Rel. 17



Technologies and standardisation roadmap: Rel. 18

TABLE I
NTN STUDY AND WORK ITEMS IN 3GPP REL. 18.

Item Lead Title Completion

FS 5GET “Extra territoriality” SA1 Guidelines for extra-territorial 5G Systems (5GS) Dec. 2021

WI “NR NTN-enh” RAN2 Enhancements to Solutions for NR to
support non-terrestrial networks (NTN) Dec. 2023

WI “IOT NTN-enh” RAN2 Enhancements to Solutions for NB-IoT
& eMTC to support non-terrestrial networks (NTN) Dec. 2023

SI “FS 5GSAT ARCH Ph2” SA2 5GC enhancement for satellite access Phase 2 Jun. 2023
SI “FS 5GSATB” SA2 Study on satellite backhauling Jun. 2023

SI “FS eLCS ph3” SA2 Enhanced location services Jun. 2023

Fig. 3. NTN 3GPP roadmap.

c) Next generation waveforms: High PAPR causes sig-
nificant power efficiency and, thus, throughput losses; this
aspect was already reported in Rel. 17, but for the moment
being, despite its critical importance in terms of commercial
viability and system capacity, it has not yet been addressed.
This issue has been identified both above and below 6 GHz,
but due to typical payload architectures it is more significant
above 10 GHz. In particular, in Rel. 17 it was identified that
the efficiency of power amplifiers decreases for increasing
frequencies towards 100 GHz, [26]. Moreover, for transpon-
der configurations with a small number (i.e., less than 3-
4) of OFDM channels per High Power Amplifier (HPA),
the throughput degradation may be severe. In this context,
it is also worthwhile highlighting that PAPR alone is not
a sufficient metric. The Out-Of-Band-Emission (OOBE) is
also a significant player even in configurations with a large
number of carriers per HPA, where the carrier PAPR is less
problematic. In [27], numerical simulations were performed
to evaluate the performance degradation with a single carrier
per transponder. Such losses are in the 2.5-6.5 dB range;
the analysis in [27] also shows that the total degradation is
independent of the selected modulation and amplifier type. It
should also be noticed that the high power fluctuation of the
CP-OFDM waveform affects all payloads in the forward link
due to gain compensation/compression that may be necessary
to normalise the PAPR to some extent even at lower frequency
bands. In this framework, the uplink already enables DFT-
s-OFDM which features very low PAPR requirements and
hence is comparable to the DVB-RCS2 Multi-Frequency Time

Division Multiple Access (MF-TDMA) waveform; however,
it is not sure whether this will be implemented in mmWave
bands. Some preliminary analyses showing the performance of
different variants of the OFDM waveform, namely DFT-s-W-
OFDM, W-OFDM, DT-s-f-OFDM, and f-OFDM, are reported
in [28], with different numerologies and OBO values. Here, it
is shown how the different numerologies significantly impact
the performance; moreover, it is also shown how large sub-
carrier spacings can actually accommodate the large Doppler
shifts in NGSO systems. In addition to PAPR and OOBE, the
following enhancements can be considered at waveform level:
i) reduced PRACH format to allow multiple PRACH transmis-
sions in the same beam as well as extended link margin; ii)
non-orthogonal schemes to increase the number of terminals
that can be simultaneously served; and iii) Coordinated Multi-
Point (CoMP) transmissions to increase peak user data rate.

d) Reflecting Intelligent Surfaces (RIS): A RIS is a
thin meta-surface integrated with passive electronic compo-
nents/switches that allows to control and manipulate the wire-
less signals that arrive on its surface, [29]. They can be used
to modify the amplitude/phase of the signals, thus allowing to
re-direct it towards desired directions. In terrestrial networks,
the exploitation of RISs has been extensively assessed, while
its application to NTN is still in its infancy. In [30], link budget
aspects for aerial platforms implementing RIS are discussed,
with both far-field and near-field models. In [31], the focus
is on refracting RIS, in which all incident signals can pass
through the surface, allowing to reconstruct the signals sent
from the satellite indoor, which would be otherwise blocked.
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the throughput degradation may be severe. In this context,
it is also worthwhile highlighting that PAPR alone is not
a sufficient metric. The Out-Of-Band-Emission (OOBE) is
also a significant player even in configurations with a large
number of carriers per HPA, where the carrier PAPR is less
problematic. In [27], numerical simulations were performed
to evaluate the performance degradation with a single carrier
per transponder. Such losses are in the 2.5-6.5 dB range;
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should also be noticed that the high power fluctuation of the
CP-OFDM waveform affects all payloads in the forward link
due to gain compensation/compression that may be necessary
to normalise the PAPR to some extent even at lower frequency
bands. In this framework, the uplink already enables DFT-
s-OFDM which features very low PAPR requirements and
hence is comparable to the DVB-RCS2 Multi-Frequency Time

Division Multiple Access (MF-TDMA) waveform; however,
it is not sure whether this will be implemented in mmWave
bands. Some preliminary analyses showing the performance of
different variants of the OFDM waveform, namely DFT-s-W-
OFDM, W-OFDM, DT-s-f-OFDM, and f-OFDM, are reported
in [28], with different numerologies and OBO values. Here, it
is shown how the different numerologies significantly impact
the performance; moreover, it is also shown how large sub-
carrier spacings can actually accommodate the large Doppler
shifts in NGSO systems. In addition to PAPR and OOBE, the
following enhancements can be considered at waveform level:
i) reduced PRACH format to allow multiple PRACH transmis-
sions in the same beam as well as extended link margin; ii)
non-orthogonal schemes to increase the number of terminals
that can be simultaneously served; and iii) Coordinated Multi-
Point (CoMP) transmissions to increase peak user data rate.

d) Reflecting Intelligent Surfaces (RIS): A RIS is a
thin meta-surface integrated with passive electronic compo-
nents/switches that allows to control and manipulate the wire-
less signals that arrive on its surface, [29]. They can be used
to modify the amplitude/phase of the signals, thus allowing to
re-direct it towards desired directions. In terrestrial networks,
the exploitation of RISs has been extensively assessed, while
its application to NTN is still in its infancy. In [30], link budget
aspects for aerial platforms implementing RIS are discussed,
with both far-field and near-field models. In [31], the focus
is on refracting RIS, in which all incident signals can pass
through the surface, allowing to reconstruct the signals sent
from the satellite indoor, which would be otherwise blocked.

• Rel. 18
– mMTC: improving the 

performance in discontinuous 
coverage and deal with terminal 
mobility

– eMBB
• network-based UE location 

determination 
• coverage enhancements
• NR- NTN deployment above 10 

GHz and support for VSAT/ESIM 
terminals

• NTN-TN and NTN-NTN mobility and 
service continuity enhancements



5G-Advanced

6G

• NTN-NTN asynchronous MC and CA
• Beam management and Bandwidth Part (BWP) association enhancements 
• Complete support for HEO and MEO and hybrid multi-orbit architectures 
• Support of eMBMS
• UE without GNSS
• Relay-based architecture for NTN 
• MU-MIMO
• AI and ML
• Next generation waveforms for PAPR reduction
• NOMA and OTFS
• Reflecting Intelligent Surfaces 

Technologies and standardisation roadmap: Rel. 19+



Conclusions

• The integration of a NTN component into 5G is a reality since Rel. 17
• However, both evolutionary and revolutionary technologies are needed towards a true fully 

integrated NT-T system infrastructure for 5G-Advanced and 6G communication systems
• NTN will play a pivotal role in future fully unified systems, leading to a ML-MO-MB 6G NTN

– Architecture evolution
• Regenerative payloads, relay-based access, MC

– Technology evolution
• Many technologies are candidate to be key enablers for 5G-A/6G NTN

– NTN-NTN asynchronous MC and CA
– UE without GNSS
– Relay-based architecture for NTN 
– MU-MIMO
– AI and ML
– Next generation waveforms for PAPR reduction
– Reflecting Intelligent Surfaces 
– …

• For future NTN systems, we need to make a further technology leap now



• ESA EAGER (Technologies and techniques for satcom beyond 5G networks)
– research and identification of innovative technologies and techniques targeting highly efficient and 

deeply integrated satellite networks in 5G-Advanced and 6G communication systems 

https://twitter.com/eagersatcom

https://www.linkedin.com/company/eager-project/

https://twitter.com/eagersatcom
https://www.linkedin.com/company/eager-project/
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